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ABSTRACT
Linear Rolling Guide not only bears normal load, but also tangential load when it is used actually. On the basis of
Hertz Contact Theory, this essay firstly analyses the situation that the LR Guide bears tangential light load with four
lines of balls. When the external load further increases, the essay analyses the situation that the guide bears heavy
load with only two lines of balls, and perfects the tangential static stiffness model of the LR Guide. On the basis of it,
aiming at the deficiency that the previous model just considered the balls’ elastic deformation, the essay put out a
tangential static stiffness model of the LR Guide which considered the deformation of the rail, and the validity of the
model is verified by experiment. At last, the essay studies the influences of preload and groove fitness on the
tangential stiffness of LR Guide, providing the basis of choosing parameters when chooses LR Guide.
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INTRODUCTION
As a precision transmission component, linear rolling guide is the key part of CNC machine tool. The accuracy of
CNC is influenced directly by the mechanical performance and the characteristics of LR Guide. Studies show that
the 30%~50% static stiffness of machine tool depends on the stiffness properties of joint surface, moreover, the
influence of mechanical structure joint surface damping is more obvious. Compared to LR guides supported by
non-contact bearings such as air bearings requiring complex and expensive fabrication processes, LR Guide using
balls bearings have advantages such as high stiffness, relatively good reliability, and low cost[1]. In the LR Guide,
force transferred between the carriage and rail is performed via balls. During implementation, a LR Guide is usually
pre-stressed between the balls and the carriage/rail. It mainly composed of slider, rail and balls. The balls are rolling
cycle around the slider and the rail to achieve the relative motion of them, as shown in Fig.1.
At present, the research on LR Guide static characteristic, mainly concentrated the situation that the guide bears light
load with four lines of balls [2-4]. Literature [2] used two spring-damper element simulate a line of balls, established
five dynamic equations, solved the modal parameters, and the validity of the model is verified by experiment. On the
basis of literature [2], literature [3] used spring-damper element simulate all of the balls, established the equation by
energy theory, on the basis of the equation, used Lagrange equation establish five dynamic equations. The above
literatures simplified the balls, mainly concentrated the situation that the guide bears light load with four lines of
balls, didn’t consider the situation that the guide bears heavy load with two lines of balls.
Literature [5-8] assumed that rail and slider are rigid body, only the balls have elastic deformation, they used the
distance between the curvature centers of rail and slider as elastic deformation of the balls. They used the hertz
contact theory to analysis contact state between ball and groove, so they got single ball relationship between force
and displacement. Finally, they used the force superposition of four lines balls to establish the relationship force and
displacement of the whole LR guide. On the basis of the above literatures, literature[9] considered the skirt
expansion of the slider, and through the finite element technology, the skirt expansion they got is verified. All the
above didn’t consider the rail’s deformation, especially the LR Guide bears tangential load (as shown in Fig.2).
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Aiming at the deficiency that the previous model just considered the situation that the guide bears tangential light
load with four lines of balls, this essay firstly analyses the situation that the guide bears tangential light load with
four lines of balls. When the external load further increase, the essay analyses the situation that the LR Guide bears
heavy load with only two lines of balls, and perfects the tangential static stiffness model of LR Guide. Aiming at the
deficiency that the previous model just considered the elastic deformation of balls, the essay put out a tangential
static stiffness model of the guide which considered the deformation of the rail, and the validity of the model is
verified by experiment. On the basis of the model, the essay studies the influences of preload and groove fitness on
the tangential stiffness of LR Guide, providing the basis of choosing parameters when chooses linear rolling guide.
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Fig. 1: LR Guide

Fig. 2: LR Guide bears tangential load

EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION OF SLIDER
According to the Manual of Design and Application of Rolling Bearing (Huazhong institute of technology press,
1985), the relationship between the force and deformation of the single ball can be obtained by the Hertz contact
theory:
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Further, we can get the relationship of the single ball’s stiffness and deformation:
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Fig. 3: Force and displacement of single ball

Among them: α is the elastic deformation of a single ball; F is the external load; µ is the hertz coefficient; E1 、 v1 、

E2 、 v2 are respectively Elastic Modulus and Poisson ratio of the rail and slider; ∑ρ is the sum of curvature.
As can be seen from the above Eq. (2), the single ball’s stiffness is connected with the deformation, so, it isn’t a
linear system.
In the LR Guide system, balls are contacted with the rail and slider’s groove, when the LR Guide bears tangential
load, the curvature center of slider produce tangential displacement z1 because of the elastic deformation of balls,
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as shown in Fig.3. Among them,

rh is the initial curvature center of loaded slider; rh ' is the new curvature center of

loaded slider; rg is the curvature center of rail groove;

β represents

the initial contact angle;

β1 represents

the

new contact angle. Now we use the distance of the slider and rail’s center of curvature (two radius of curvature is
equal) to represent the elastic deformation of the balls,
According to Fig.3, the initial distance between the slider and rail’s center of curvature is:

ε 0 = ( 2 f − 1) D

(3)

Among them: f is fitness of the groove; D is diameter of the ball.
LR Guide use the way that increase balls diameter to get preload, and assuming that the balls have the
pre-compression ∆ . When the LR Guide’s displacement z1 ≤ z0 (the critical displacement of four lines of balls
bearing and two lines of balls bearing), the distance ε z of left two lines of balls become:

ε1 =

( ε 0 cos β + z1 )

2

+ ( ε 0 sin β )

2

(4)

The new contact angle become:

β1 = arctan(

ε 0 sin β
)
ε 0 cos β + z1

(5)

The elastic deformation of the left two lines of balls are:

α1 = ε 1 − ε 0 + ∆

(6)

In the same way, we can get the right two lines of balls’ elastic deformation and the new contact angle:

α2 =

( ε 0 cos β − z1 )

β 2 = arctan(

2

+ ( ε 0 sin β ) − ε 0 + ∆
2

(7)

ε 0 sin β
)
ε 0 cos β − z1

(8)

According to Fig.2, we can get the force equilibrium equation of the slider:
3

3

2n cos β1 (khα1 2 ) − 2n cos β2 (khα 2 2 ) = P
Among them,

(9)

P is the external load, n is the number of the balls

When the elastic deformation of right two lines of balls are zero, the LR Guide is only by two lines left two lines of
balls bearing, the force equilibrium equation of the slider is:
3
2

2n cos β1 (khα1 ) = P

(10)

The above analysis establishes the contact model of LR Guide with preload.
TANGENTIAL STIFFNESS MODEL OF LR GUIDE CONSIDERED RAIL DEFORMATION
When LR Guide bears tangential load, the rail’s deformation is important for the LR Guide’s tangential displacement,
its deformation isn’t neglect. According to the rail’s bearing conditions and deformation state, we simplified it as
cantilever beam. The resultant force of upper lines of balls’ F11 and F12 is F1 , the resultant force of lower lines of
balls’ F21 and F22 is F2 . The rail’s deformation and simplification is shown in Fig.4.
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Fig. 4: Simplified rail

Assuming that rail section moment of inertia is I, the grooves deformation of upper and lower are:

F1 (l1 + l2 )3 F2l12
+
(2l1 + 3l2 )
3 EI
6 EI
Fl 2
Fl3
δ 2 = 1 1 (2l1 + 3l2 ) + 2 1
6 EI
3 EI

δ1 =

(11)
(12)

According to the rail’s bearing conditions, we can get:

F1 = F2 =

P
2

(13)

Taking Eq.(13) into (11)(12), we can get:

2 P (l1 + l2 )3 + P (2l13 + 3l12l2 )
12 EI
3
4 Pl1 + 3Pl12l2
δ2 =
12 EI

δ1 =

(14)
(15)

We can get the force and deformation of the rail while simplified as cantilever beam, according to Fig.4, the
deformation of the slider’s center because of rail deformation is:

z2 =

δ1 + δ 2

(16)

2

Assuming that the total deformation is

z = z1 + z2

z:
(17)

Among them,

4 Pl13 + 3Pl12l2 + 2 P (l1 + l2 )3 + P (2l13 + 3l12l2 )
z2 =
24 EI

(18)

Taking (18) into (17),

z1 = z −

4 Pl13 + 3 Pl12l2 + 2 P (l1 + l2 )3 + P (2l13 + 3l12l2 )
24 EI

So, we get

(19)

z1 = f ( z , P) , take it into (6)(7),

α1 =

[ε 0 cos β +

f ( z , P ) ] + (ε 0 sin β ) 2 − ε 0 + ∆

(20)
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[ε 0 cos β −
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Taking (20)(21) into the force equilibrium equation of the slider:
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( z1 ≥ z0 )

2n cos β1 ( khα1 ) − 2n cos β 2 ( k hα 2 ) = P ( z1 ≤ z0 )
2n cos β1 ( khα1 ) = P

(22)
(23)

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The following calculate force and displacement relationship when LR Guide with preload and without preload. LR
Guide characteristic parameters are shown in table 1:
Table1 LR Guide parameters
parameters
Diameter of balls/ mm
Groove fitness

values
6.35

f

0.53

Effectively bearing number of single row
pre-compression/ um
Initial angle
Elastic Modulus of slider/ Gpa

10
5
45°
206

Elastic Modulus of rail/ Gpa
Poisson ratio of slider
Poisson ratio of rail

206
0.3
0.3

l1 / mm

30

l2 / mm

8

I / mm 4

3.33e+5

The length of the rail/ mm

500

According to table 1, the ball diameter is 6.35, the groove fitness is 0.53, according to the Manual of Design and
Application of Rolling Bearing (Huazhong institute of technology press, 1985), we can get the sum of curvature

∑ ρ and main curvature function F ( ρ ) :
∑ρ =

4 f −1
= 0.3327 mm −1
fD

F (ρ ) =

1
= 0.892
4 f −1

(24)

(25)

According to the F ( ρ ) = 0.892 , we can get µ = 0.695 , the calculation result is shown in Fig.6.
In order to prove the validity of the model, we conduct an experiment. The experimental device is shown in figure 5.
The LR Guide is connected with experimental stage by bolts, use the strength bolt to apply load. Load and
displacement can be read by the pressure sensor and dial gauge, the result is shown in figure 6.

Dial gauge
Pressure sensor

Strength bolt
LR Guide

Fig. 5: Tangential stiffness experiment
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tangential displacement/mm
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0.015
0.01

①
②

0.005

③
④

0
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

force/N

①Force and displacement curve of LR Guide without considered rail’s deformation
②Force and displacement curve of LR Guide considered rail’s deformation
③Force and displacement curve of LR Guide experiment
④Force and displacement curve of LR Guide without preload
Fig. 6： Force and displacement curve of experiment and calculation

As can be seen from the above, calculation results is consist with experimental results, the model’s validity is
verified. The force and displacement curve of the LR guide is straight in the early stage, stiffness is constant.
Compare curve ③ and curve ④，the stiffness of model considered rail’s deformation is lower than the model
without considered rail’s deformation, the curve 3 is more consist with experimental results.
0.014
displacement/mm

0.012
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0
0
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pre-compression 3um
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pre-compression 5um
pre-compression 9um

Fig. 7: Force and displacement curve of different preload

DISCUSSION OF PARAMETERS ON TANGENTIAL STIFFNESS
LR Guide parameters are crucial to select the LR Guide reasonably. This paper studies the impaction of preload and
groove fitness on LR Guide tangential static stiffens, and work out the curves of parameters and normal stiffness.
A INFLUENCE OF PRELOAD ON TANGENTIAL STIFFNESS
Now Select different preload (the fitness is 0.53), the curve of force and displacement is shown in figure 7.
As can be seen from the above, the curve of the force and displacement is approximately straight, so, we consider
the stiffness as constant. To realize the influence of preload on stiffness, we give the curve of preload and normal
stiffness, as shown in Fig 8:
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stiffness/(N/mm)

1.6E+6
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1.2E+6
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8.0E+5
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Fig.8: Preload and tangential stiffness curve

As can be seen from the above, the stiffness increase as the increase of preload. We verify the LR Guide is variable
stiffness system again, and the growth rate constant decreases as the increase of preload. So, we can use the way that
increase preload to increase the stiffness of LR Guide.
B INFLUENCE OF GROOVE FITNESS ON TANGENTIAL STIFFNESS
Now Select different groove fitness (pre-compression is 0.53), the curve of force and displacement is shown in
Fig.9.
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Fig.9: Force and displacement curve of different fitness

The curve of groove fitness and stiffness is shown in Fig.10.
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Fig.10: Fitness and tangential stiffness curve

As can be seen from the above, the tangential stiffness decrease as the preload increase, the rate constant decreases
as the increase of fitness. So, we can use the way that decrease the fitness to increase the stiffness of LR Guide.
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CONCLUSION
On the basis of Hertz contact theory, this essay put out a tangential static stiffness model of LR Guide which
considered the deformation of the rail, and the validity of the model is verified by experiment, include:
(1)Firstly analyses the situation that the LR Guide bears tangential light load with four lines of balls. When the
external load further increases, this essay analyses the situation that LR Guide bears heavy load with only two lines
of balls, and perfects the tangential static stiffness model of LR Guide.
(2)Aiming at the deficiency that the previous model just considered the balls’ elastic deformation, the essay put out a
tangential static stiffness model of the guide which considered the deformation of the rail, and the validity of the
model is verified by experiment.
(3)This essay studies the influences of preload and groove fitness on the tangential stiffness of guide, providing the
basis of choosing parameters when chooses LR Guide.
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